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Spinor Bose-Einstein condensates with many vortices
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Vortex-lattice structures of antiferromagnetic spinor Bose-Einstein condensates with hyperfine spinF51 are
investigated theoretically based on the Ginzburg-Pitaevskii equations nearTc . The Abrikosov lattice with clear
core regions is never found to be stable at any rotation driveV. Instead, each componentC i ( i 50,61)
prefers to shift the core locations away from the others to realize almost uniform order-parameter amplitude
with complicated magnetic-moment configurations. This system is characterized by many competing meta-
stable structures so that quite a variety of vortices may be realized with a small change in external parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.061601 PACS number~s!: 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp

Manipulating various experimental techniques, several
groups have succeeded recently in creating quantized vorti-
ces in the Bose-Einstein condensates~BEC’s! of atomic
gases@1–4#. Especially interesting in these systems are vor-
tices of spinor BEC’s in optically trapped23Na @5# and 87Rb
@6#, where new physics absent in superconductors@7#, 4He
@8#, and 3He @9–11#, may be found.

Theoretical investigations on spinor BEC’s were started
by Ohmi and Machida@12# and Ho @13#, followed by de-
tailed studies on vortices with a single circulation quantum
@14–23#. However, no calculations have been performed yet
on structures in rapid rotation where the trap potential will
play a less important role. Indeed, the clear hexagonal-lattice
image of magnetically trapped23Na @3# suggests that predic-
tions on infinite systems are more appropriate for BEC’s with
many vortices. Such calculations have been carried out by
Ho for the single-component BEC@24# and by Mueller and
Ho for a two-component BEC@25# near the upper critical
angular velocityVc2 at T50.

The purpose of the present paper is to perform detailed
calculations on vortices ofF51 spinor BEC’s in rapid rota-
tion to clarify their essential features. To this end, we focus
on the mean-field high-density phase rather than the low-
density correlated liquid phase@26#, and use the phenomeno-
logical Ginzburg-Pitaevskii~or Ginzburg-Landau! equations
nearTc @27,28# instead of the Gross-Pitaevskii equations at
T50. Since fluctuations are small in the present system, this
approach will yield quantitatively correct results nearTc . It
should be noted that the corresponding free energy is for-
mally equivalent to that derived with Ho’s ‘‘mean-field quan-
tum Hall regime’’ nearVc2 at T50 @24,25#, so that the re-
sults obtained here are also applicable to that region.

Model. The free-energy density of anF51 spinor BEC
nearTc may be expanded with respect to the order param-
etersC i ( i 50,61) as

f 52aC i* C i1C i*
~2 i\“2MV3r !2

2M
C i

1
bn

2
C i* C j* C iC j1

bs

2
C i* C j* ~Fm! ik~Fm! j l CkC l .

~1!

Here a, bn , and bs are expansion parameters,Fm (m
5x,y,z) denotes the spin operator,M is the particle mass,
and summations over repeated indices are implied. The rota-
tion axis V is taken alongz. The quantitiesbn and bs are
assumed to be constant nearTc with bn.0, whereasa
changes its sign atTc with a.0 for T,Tc . To simplify Eq.
~1!, we measure the length, the energy density, the angular
velocity, and the order parameter in units of\/A2Ma,
a2/bn , a/\, and a/bn , respectively. The corresponding
free-energy density is obtained from Eq.~1! by a→1, bn
→1, \2/2M→1, MV→ 1

2 V, andbs→gs[bs /bn . It thus
takes a simple form with only two parameters (gs ,V). We
then introduce a couple of operators bya[,(]x1 i ]y)/A2
and a†[,(2]x1 i ]y)/A2 with [“2 i /2V3r and ,
[1/AV, which satisfy aa†2a†a51. Equation ~1! now
reads

f 5C i* @~2a†a11!V21#C i1
1

2
C i* C j* C iC j

1
gs

2
C i* C j* ~Fm! ik~Fm! j l CkC l , ~2!

and the free energy is given by

F[E f ~r !dr . ~3!

We can find the stable structure for each (gs ,V) by mini-
mizing F; it is easily seen thatC i becomes finite below
Vc251. We have performed extensive calculations over
the whole antiferromagnetic regiongs>0, where
(C1 ,C0 ,C21)5eiuU(0,1,0) andf 5 1

2 at V50 with u an
arbitrary phase andU the spin-space rotation@13#.

A major difference from superfluid3He @11# lies in the
fact that terms such asC i* aaC j ( iÞ j ) are absent, i.e., there
are no gradient couplings between different components.
HenceVc2 is the same for all components, whereas in3He
only a single component becomes finite atVc2 to realize the
polar state@11#. This degenerate feature is what characterizes
the present system to bring many competing metastable
structures, as seen below.
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Method. We minimize Eq. ~3! with the Landau-level-
expansion method~LLX ! @11,29# by expanding the order pa-
rameters as

C i~r !5AV (
N50

`

(
q

cNq
( i ) cNq~r !, ~4!

with N the Landau-level index,q the magnetic Bloch vector,
and V the system volume. The basis functions$cNq% are
eigenstates of the magnetic translation operatorTR
[exp@2R•(“1 i /2V3r )#, whereR denotes a lattice point
spanned by two basic vectorsa1[(a1x ,a1y,0) and a2
[(0,a2,0) satisfyinga1xa252p,2. Thus, every basic cell
holds a unit circulation quantumk[h/M , andq runs in the
Brillouin zone spanned by two basic vectorsb1[a23 ẑ/,2

and b2[ ẑ3a1 /,2 of the reciprocal lattice. This$cNq% can
describe all the periodic vortex structures@29#, whose ex-
plicit expression is given by

cNq~r !5 (
n52Nf /211

Nf /2

ei [qy(y1,2qx/2)1na1x(y1,2qx2na1y/2)/,2]

3e2 ixy/2,22(x2,2qy2na1x)2/2,2

3A 2p,/a2

2NN!ApVHNS x2,2qy2na1x

, D , ~5!

with N f
2 denoting the number ofk ’s in the system andHN

the Hermite polynomial. We substitute Eq.~4! into Eq. ~3!,
make a change of variables as (x,y)5(a1xs,a1ys1a2t), and
carry out the integration with respect to (s,t). Then Eq.~3! is
transformed into a functional of the expansion coefficients
$cNq

( i ) %, the apex angleb[cos21(a1y /a1), and the ratio of the
two basic vectorsr[a2 /a1 as F5F@$cNq

( i ) %,b,r#. For a
given V, we directly minimizeF/V with respect to these
quantities.

Search for stable structures. We here sketch our strategy
to find stable structures. To this end, we first summarize the
basic features of the conventional Abrikosov lattice within
the framework of LLX @29#: ~i! any singleq5q1 suffices,
due to the broken translational symmetry of the vortex lat-
tice; ~ii ! the triangular~square! lattice is made up ofN56n
(4n) Landau levels (n50,1,2, . . . ); ~iii ! more general struc-
tures can be described byN52n levels, oddN’s never mix-
ing up since those bases have finite amplitudes at the cores.
This Abrikosov lattice has a single circulation quantum per
unit cell.

With multicomponent order parameters, there can be a
wide variety of vortices, which may be divided into two
categories. We call the first category as ‘‘shift-core’’ states,
where core locations are different among the three compo-
nents with an enlarged unit cell. General structures withnk
circulation quanta per unit cell can be described by usingnk
different q’s, where the unit cell becomesnk times as large
as that of the Abrikosov lattice. For example, structures with
two quanta per unit cell are given by choosing (q1 ,q2)
5@0,(b11b2)/2#. This possibility was already considered by
Mueller and Ho@25# for a two-component system and shown

to yield stable structures. It also describes the mixed-twist
lattice to be found in3He @11#. The second category may be
called ‘‘fill-core’’ states with a single circulation quantum per
unit cell ~i.e., a singleq is relevant!. Here the cores of the
conventional Abrikosov lattice are filled in by some super-
fluid components using odd-N wave functions of Eq.~5!.
This entry of odd-N Landau levels occurs as a second-order
transition below some critical angular velocity smaller than
Vc2/3. It has been shown that theA-phase-core vortex in the
B phase of superfluid3He belongs to this category@11#.

We have carried out an extensive search for stable struc-
tures with up tonk59 circulation quanta per unit cell, in-
cluding fill-core states. Since we are nearTc where normal
particles are also present, we have performed the minimiza-
tion without specifying the value of the magnetic momentM
for the superfluid components. However, all the stable states
found below haveM50. Each of the three components were
expanded as Eq.~4! usingnk different q’s, and the free en-
ergy~3! is minimized with respect tocNq

( i ) , b, andr by using
Powell’s method@30#. To pick out stable structures correctly,
we calculated Eq.~3! many times starting from different ini-
tial values for c0q

( i ) , b, and r given randomly within 0.1
<Rec0q

( i ) , Imc0q
( i )<0.9, 0.1p<b<0.5p, and 0.8<r<3, re-

spectively. The state with the lowest energy was thereby
identified as the stable structure. The spin quantization axis
and an overall phase were fixed conveniently to perform ef-
ficient calculations. Thus, any structures obtained from the
solutions below with a spin-space rotation and a gauge trans-
formation are also stable.

Instability of the Abrikosov lattice. The present calcula-
tions have revealed that the Abrikosov lattice with clear core
regions is never stable at any rotation driveV over the entire
antiferromagnetic regiongs>0. Thus, any optical experi-
ments to detect vortices by amplitude reductions are not suit-
able for the spinor vortices.

The lowest-energy Abrikosov lattice is given by

C0~r !5AV (
N

cN
(0)cNq1

~r !, ~6!

with cNq1

(0) real,N56n, b5p/3, andr51. Here the antifer-

romagnetic componentC0 forms a hexagonal lattice with a
single circulation quantum per unit cell. Below some critical
velocity V f smaller thanVc2/3, the core regions start to be
filled in by

C61~r !5 iAV (
N8

cN8
(1)cN8q1

~r !, ~7!

with N8 odd. The second transition for this odd-Landau-level
entry occurs atV f50.1497Vc2 and 0.0938Vc2 for gs50.1
and 0.3, respectively.

However, calculations down to 0.0001Vc2 of using 1800
Landau levels forgs>0 have clarified that the above fill-core
state carries higher free energy than the following shift-core
state with two circulation quanta per unit cell:
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C1~r !5AV (
N

cNcNq1
~r !, ~8!

C21~r !5AV (
N

cNcNq2
~r !, ~9!

with cN real and common to both,N54n, b5p/2, r51,
and (q1 ,q2)5@0,(b11b2)/2#. The cores ofC61(r ) are
shifted from each other by12 (a11a2). Figure 1 displays ba-
sic features of this shift-core state. The order-parameter am-
plitude uCu is almost uniform, and the magnetic momentMz

is ordered antiferromagnetically alongz axis. This moment
Mz is seen to vanish at points whereuCu takes its maximum
value; there the bulk order-parameter configuration
(C1 ,C0 ,C21)}eiuU(0,1,0) is realized.

Stable structures atV50.95Vc2. Having seen that the
conventional Abrikosov lattice is never favored in the whole
antiferromagnetic domaings>0, we now enumerate all the
stable structures found atV50.95Vc2 to clarify their essen-
tial features. This rapidly rotating domain is especially inter-
esting, because the same free energy also becomes relevant
near Vc2 at T50, as shown by Ho using a ‘‘mean-field
quantum Hall regime’’@24#. Thus, the conclusions obtained
here are also applicable to the region atT50.

Figure 2 displays the lowest free energy per unit volume
as a function ofgs for V50.95Vc2. The value of eachnk
denotes the number of circulation quanta per unit cell. A
special feature to be noted is that these various structures are
energetically quite close to each other; for example, thenk
58 state atgs50.02 is favored over thenk53 state by a
relative free-energy difference of order 1026. This fact sug-
gests that we may realize quite a variety of metastable struc-
tures by a small change of the boundary conditions, the ro-
tation process, etc.

Details of these structures are summarized as follows.
The nk52 state of Eqs.~8! and ~9! is stable for gs

>0.0671. We have already seen its basic features above.
The nk53,5,7 states can be expressed compactly as

C05(
N

(
n51

(nk21)/2

cNqn

(0) ~cNqn
2e22i (n/nk)pcNqnk2n

!,

~10!

C615(
N

F (
n51

(nk21)/2

cNqn

(61)~cNqn
1e22i (n/nk)pcNqnk2n

!

1cNqnk

(61)cNqnk
G , ~11!

FIG. 1. Spatial variations of~a! the order-parameter amplitude
and~b! the magnetic moment alongz, for the shift-core state~8!, ~9!
over uxu,uyu<a1 at gs50.08 andV50.95Vc2. The moment is di-
rected alongz.

FIG. 2. Calculated free energy per unit volume as a function of
gs at V50.95Vc2. Five different structures have been found for
gs>0, and the value of eachnk denotes the number of circulation
quanta per unit cell for each stable structure.

FIG. 3. ~a! Variations ofb/p andr as a function ofgs for the
nk53 state atV50.95Vc2. This lattice for gs50 is hexagonal
with b5p/3 andr53. ~b!–~d! display, forgs50.01, spatial varia-
tions of ~b! the order-parameter amplitude,~c! amplitude of the
magnetic moment, and~d! the magnetic moment, over23a1x/2
,x,3a1x/2 and2a2/2,y,a2/2.
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where N’s are even andqn5(n/nk)b1. Thesenk53,5,7
states are stable for 0<gs<0.0196, 0.0313<gs<0.0613,
and 0.0613<gs<0.0671, respectively. Unlike the two com-
ponent system considered by Mueller and Ho@25# where
each component is specified by a single-q basis function,Cm
here is made up of multiple basis functionscNqn

whose cores

are shifted from each other by (n/nk)a2. Figure 3 displays
the basic features of thenk53 state. The lattice is hexagonal
at gs50, but deforms rapidly asgs increases. The order-
parameter amplitude is again almost constant, and the mag-
netic momentM has a complicated structure. These features
are common to all thenk>3 states discussed here, although
no details are presented for the other states. The lattice pa-
rameters (b,r) for nk55,7 states are (0.1311p,2.056) and
(0.1830p,2.609) forgs50.05 and 0.066, respectively, which
change little in each relevant range of stability.

The remaining nk58 state, stable over 0.0196<gs
<0.0313, is given by

C05(
N

cNq1

(0) ~cNq1
1cNq2

2cNq3
1 icNq4

!, ~12!

C615(
N

(
n55

8

cNqn

(61)cNqn
, ~13!

whereq15(b11b2)/2, q250, q35(b12b2)/4, q45c2(b1
1b2)/4, q55(b1)/2, q65b2/2, q75(b11b2)/4, and q8
52(b12b2)/4. The parameters (b,r) at gs50.025 are
(0.3317p,1.049), and changes only slightly in the above
range ofgs .

Concluding remarks. We have performed extensive calcu-
lations on antiferromagneticF51 spinor vortices in rapid
rotation. The conventional Abrikosov lattice is shown to be
never favored. Each stable structure has almost constant
order-parameter amplitude and a complicated magnetic-
moment configuration, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3, for ex-
ample. This means that any optical experiments to detect
vortices by amplitude reduction will not be suitable for the
spinor vortices. Instead, techniques to directly capture spatial
magnetic-moment configurations will be required. The sys-
tem has many metastable structures that are different in the
number of circulation quanta per unit cellnk , but are quite
close to each other energetically. Thus, domains to separate
different structures may be produced easily. This degenerate
feature is also present within the (b,r) space of a fixednk ,
whereb is the vortex-lattice apex angle andr is the length
ratio of the two basic vectors. Putting it differently, we can
deform a stable lattice structure with a tiny cost of energy.
These facts indicate that the spinor BEC’s can be a rich
source of novel vortices realized with a small change in ex-
ternal parameters. To observe those states, however, one
would presumably need a very high stability of the experi-
mental setup, because the small energy differences may also
make them less robust to noise.
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